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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

STAINLESS STEEL 304 BOLT SHELF , SMOOTH SHELVES , Modules with 3 shelves , DEPTH 50 cm , HEIGHT 150 cm :

Modular bolt shelving made of polished AISI 304 stainless steel ;
Full range with length from 60 cm to 200 cm ;
Sides with uprights H 150 cm , thickness 15/10 , complete with bolts and plastic feet;
Smooth shelves 8/10 thick , supplied with reinforced omega, cut-resistant edges, depth 50 cm ;
Possibility to add further shelves to the Module;
Possibility to create a Composition by extending the Module to the right or Left;
Possibility to create corner and U-shaped compositions , using the appropriate angle support system. 

Accessories / Optional :
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 60x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 70x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 80x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 90x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 100x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 110x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 120x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 130x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 140x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 160x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 180x50 cm
smooth shelf, bolt mounting, 200x50 cm

full side H 150 cm
kit of 4 stainless steel bolts
corner mounting kit

CE marking
Made in Italy
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AVAILABLE MODELS

IP-B3696050B

TECHNOCHEF - 304 stainless steel shelf, module
with length 60 cm
Shelving in polished 304 stainless steel with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x135 kg, bolt mounting,
module 60x50x150h cm

IP-B3697050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 70 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x135 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 70x50x150h

IP-B3698050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 80 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x130 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 80x50x150h

IP-B3699050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 90 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x125 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 90x50x150h

IP-B36910050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 100 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x125 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 100x50x150h

IP-B36911050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 110 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x125 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 110x50x150h

IP-B36912050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 120 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x125 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 120x50x150h

IP-B36913050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 130 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x125 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 130x50x150h
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IP-B36914050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 140 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x125 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 140x50x150h

IP-B36916050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 160 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x120 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 160x50x150h

IP-B36918050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 180 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x100 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 180x50x150h

IP-B36920050B

TECHNOCHEF - Stainless steel 304 shelf, module
with length 200 cm
Polished 304 stainless steel shelving with 3 smooth
shelves, overall capacity 3x100 kg, bolt assembly,
module cm 200x50x150h

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

IP-96815x4

TECHNOCHEF - Kit 4 stainless steel bolts,
Mod.96815x4
Kit 4 stainless steel bolts 8x15 mm, complete with nut
and washer for shelf fixing.

IP-97013

TECHNOCHEF - Kit for Mounting Angle Shelf,
Mod.97013
Corner mounting kit in AISI 304 stainless steel, glossy
finish, thickness 10/10

IP-96150x2+96900x2

TECHNOCHEF - Side-Shoulder for Stainless Steel
304 Bolt Shelves, Mod.96150x2 + 96900x2
Side-Shoulder composed of 2 uprights with polished 304
stainless steel bolt and plastic feet, height 1500 mm.
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IP-696050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
60x50 cm, Mod.696050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 135, dimensions 60x50 cm

IP-697050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
70x50 cm, Mod.697050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 135, dimensions 70x50 cm

IP-698050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
80x50 cm, Mod.698050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega, load
130 Kg, dimensions 80x50 cm

IP-699050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
90x50 cm, Mod.699050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 125, dimensions 90x50 cm

IP-6910050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
cm 100x50, Mod.6910050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 125, dimensions 100x50 cm

IP-6911050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
110x50 cm, Mod.6911050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 125, dimensions cm 110x50

IP-6912050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
120x50 cm, Mod.6912050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 125, dimensions 120x50 cm

IP-6913050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
cm 130x50, Mod.6913050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity 125 kg, dimensions 130x50 cm
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IP-6914050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
cm 140x50, Mod.6914050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforcement omega,
capacity Kg 125, dimensions 140x50 cm

IP-6916050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
160x50 cm, Mod.6916050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
8/10 thickness, supplied with reinforcement omega, load
120 kg, dimensions 160x50 cm

IP-6918050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
180x50 cm, Mod.6918050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforced omega, capacity
100 Kg, dimensions 180x50 cm

IP-6920050

TECHNOCHEF - Inox 304 smooth shelf for shelves,
200x50 cm, Mod.6920050
Smooth shelf for shelving in AISI 304 stainless steel with
hook or bolt mounting, glossy finish, rounded edges,
thickness 8/10, supplied with reinforced omega, capacity
100 Kg, dimensions 200x50 cm
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